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Abstract
when the image is compressed at very low bit rates, then the 
reconstructed images from JPEG compression produce some 
visual degradation near the block boundaries. An improved post-
processing approach applied in  spatial and frequency-domain is 
proposed in this paper. Here we propose an approach in which the 
post processing is performed in both spatial and frequency domain. 
In spatial domain we applied the APDCT low-pass, anti-aliasing 
digital filter [17] to restrict the high-frequency components and 
then in frequency domain we implemented the approach proposed 
in [14]. Experimental results show that the proposed approach 
provides satisfactory performance as compared to results obtained 
by implementing approach proposed in [14].
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I. Introduction
Block DCT coding has been successfully used in image and 
video compression applications due to its energy compacting 
property and relative ease of implementation. After dividing an 
image into blocks of size N×N, the blocks are independently 
DCT transformed, quantized, coded, and transmitted. One of the 
most noticeable degradation of the block transform coding is the 
blocking artifact. 
These blocking artifacts appear when high compression ratio is 
required. The blocking artifacts are boundaries between adjacent 
image blocks, and become visible for low bit rates and this 
kind of degradation is highly objectionable. In order to reduce 
blocking artifacts, blocking artifact measurement algorithms 
have an important role in the design of image and video coding 
systems.
Several post-filtering techniques have been proposed to detect and 
reduce the high frequency components near the block boundaries 
in block DCT coded images. These methods can be classified as 
spatial filtering methods [1]–[4], DCT-based filtering methods [5]–
[7] or hybrid filtering methods [8]–[13]. Reeve et al. [1] proposed 
a symmetric, two-dimensional Gaussian spatial filtering method. 
However, due to its low-pass nature, this spatial filtering approach 
has the drawback of visible smoothing of the image. Various other 
approaches have been proposed to reduce this blurring.
In [3], [4], and [8]–[11], an edge classification procedure is used to 
distinguish between monotone, textured and strong edge regions 
of the image. The spatial filtering scheme is driven by the output 
of these edge classifiers. Edge and texture regions are usually not 
filtered since humans are more sensitive to low frequency errors 
than to high frequency ones. The edge classification is done in 
the spatial or in the DCT domain. In [3] and [4] spatial methods 
such as the gradient/threshold and the histogram methods are used. 
In [8]–[11], the block classification is performed by examining 
the DCT coefficients. Projection onto convex sets (POCS) based 
recovery algorithm [12] is an efficient DCT domain filtering 
approach. The basic idea is to optimize the value of the quantized 
DCT coefficients, subject to some smoothness and quantization 
constraints. But this approach suffers from high computational 
complexity. It takes at least 3~5 iterations for this algorithm to 

converge, where both forward and inverse DCT are required 
in each iteration, in addition to other required computational 
overhead.
A filtering approach, which is based on the determination of the 
quantization error T for each n×n spatial block is suggested in 
[13].  T is calculated by the quantization step and the probability 
distribution of the original unquantized DCT coefficients. The 
latter is estimated from the moments of the quantized coefficients. 
To do away with the discontinuity offset problem caused by 
smoothing the boundary pixels, the smoothing process is repeated 
until the center of the block is reached. Because of quantization, 
it is difficult to get a good estimate of the probability distribution 
of the DCT coefficient at each frequency. If we cannot get an 
accurate estimate of for each block, we may have a problem of 
over-smoothing or under-smoothing in the filtering process.
While the above mentioned methods carry their computations in 
the spatial or both spatial and DCT domains, many DCT-based 
methods have also been proposed. In [5], the blocking effects are 
minimized in the frequency domain by suppressing the block-DCT 
coefficients. The suppression parameters are computed from the 
distribution of the DCT coefficients in the coding process.
In [6], the DCT coefficients are estimated using the local statistics 
of the quantized coefficients. The reconstructed DCT coefficients 
are confined to their original quantization intervals. The above 
two methods require no iterations.
In [14] Luo et al. proposed a new DCT based method for reducing 
the blocking effects in smooth regions of the image. In [14] the 
proposed method takes the advantage of the fact that some of the 
DCT coefficients of a step function (a sharp edge) have nonzero 
values. This fact was also independently observed by Zeng [7]. 
However, the method proposed in [14] for deblockiness is totally 
different from that of [7]. The method in [14] expands the range 
of smoothing the blockiness effects to include the case when the 
blockiness appearance is not as strong. Authors use the existing 
correlation information between the existing blocks so as not to 
introduce artifacts. Here first step is to detect the smooth regions 
based on the frequency coefficients. If the two 8×8 neighboring 
blocks of a boundary have similar frequency properties and the 8×8 
pixel area around the boundary does not have high frequencies then 
the latter area is declared to be of smooth nature.  Therefore only 
selected DCT coefficients are modified in order to save number of 
computations.  The selections of these DCT coefficients are made 
on that basis of some experimental threshold values.
Irina et al. [16] presented a method of locating sharp, straight 
edges in parametric form using frequency-space representation 
of DCT-coded images. The proposed method shows significant 
improvement in accuracy over previous comparative methods.
In our proposed approach we have extended the idea of Luo et 
al. [14], authors in this literature utilized the approach of zero-
masking however the ideas in [14] was totally different from that 
of [7].  When we applied the approach suggested in [14] then 
we got better results in terms of visibility quality of the image 
but the PSNR value decreased slightly. So in order to retain the 
quality as best as possible and to increase the PSNR value we 
have used the pre-filtering in spatial domain then we applied the 
method given by [14] in frequency domain. Finally we compared 
the results with basic JPEG decompression, approach in [14] and 
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our proposed approach, then we got better visible quality and the 
PSNR value also increased. 

II. Present Work
In this paper our endeavors are to improve the method to reduce the 
blocking effect proposed in [14] as best as we can.  In horizontal 
direction for block A and block B there exists middle block C 
which consists of right half from block A and left half from block 
B.
Let  be the DCT coefficients of 
block A, B and C. The authors identified that  has nonzero 
values only for  and . This implies that the 
noise energy of the horizontal boundary discontinuity of block C 
is represented only in some coefficients of the first row of the DCT 
coefficient array. It also can be easily deduced that the heavier the 
blockiness, the larger the ripples in these nonzero values.
The above results suggest that in order to reduce the blocking 
effect between two horizontally adjacent (8×8) blocks,  for

 and  should be modified. These modifications 
should be carried so as to reduce the blockiness effect and at 
the same time preserve the original information of the image. 
Authors specified some condition that should be met before these 
coefficients are modified, which are-
Block A has a similar horizontal frequency property as block B.
The boundary between block A and block B belongs to a relatively 
smooth region.
To meet condition (1) above, the first row of the DCT matrix of 
block A and that of block B should be close in values. However 
as discussed in [9] and [10], the coefficients in the 3×3 top left 
corner of the DCT coefficient matrix are good representatives of 
the block frequency property. This is because most of the image 
energy is compacted in these low frequencies. Thus, to save on 
the number of computations and to meet the first condition above, 
authors only impose the following two constraints:

    (1)                       

    (2)
To address condition (2) above author note that if there is a strong 
edge between block A and block B, this edge appears in block 
C. Thus, for condition (2) to be satisfied, it also has to make sure 
that block C is of low frequency content. The presence of texture 
or strong diagonal edges would result in relatively high values of 
the high order DCT coefficients. However, from the experiments 
authors found that to save on the number of computations it is 
enough to meet the following constraint:

    (3)
Here T1, T2 and T3 were predetermined i.e. fixed thresholds. From 
the experiment authors found that T1=350, T2=120 and T3=60 
gave the best results. The selections of these thresholds are based 
on the observation of the blockiness and experiments. The choices 
of the thresholds are image and compression ratio dependent. If 
the three constraint above are satisfied, the blockiness reduction 
in the DCT domain by modifying the five relevant coefficients of

. The first row of the DCT coefficient matrix of block C is 
modified by the weighted average of blocks A, B and C. 
The advantage of using weighted average of adjacent block 
coefficients to modify the AC coefficients of block C, instead of 
simply reducing or zeroing these coefficients, is that it is more 
adaptive to image contents.
Let’s assume that  be the modified DCT coefficient of 

block C. The modification is formulated as follows:

where                                                  (4)

 where                    (5)

For all                                            (6)
where experimental value of

.
Then the pixels of block , are replaced by , the 
inverse DCT of  

III. Proposed approach
As stated in [14] that this algorithm is a post processing algorithm 
so we implemented this algorithm to some standard image which 
were made to be decompressed at very low bit rates and it is 
found that however the visible quality of image is getting richer 
but the PSNR  value is slightly decreasing. As the image quality 
is measured in PSNR (dB) against corresponding bit rate, so we 
tried to fill this gap between decompressed image without the 
algorithm and image recovered after post processing suggested 
in [14] algorithm.
In order to increase the PSNR value while maintaining or increasing  
the visibility quality that was obtained after post processing the 
algorithm we used the All Phase Discrete Cosine Transform 
(APDCT) [17] anti-aliasing and low pass filter before applying 
[14] algorithm. Since this is a spatial low pass filter so it allowed 
all the low frequency gray scale values restricting high frequency 
values, in contrast it suppressed all the high frequency pixels 
values. The pre-filtering caused to pass only the low frequency gray 
scale values and finally when these gray scale values are inputted 
to this algorithm then this pre-filtering reduces the computation 
complexity and more than this we achieve better performance 
values of PSNR, in fact the PSNR value achieved in proposed 
algorithm is greater than both the PSNR values of decompressed 
image without [14] algorithm and with [14] algorithm respectively 
at low bit rates.

A. Design of the Anti-Aliasing Filter Based on APDCT
The basic idea of all phase filtering [20] was derived from the 
superimposing digital filter. This idea was proposed by Hou in 
[21], which was based on the Walsh, Fourier and IDCT.
Here take 7×7 filter for example, and lets have the detailed 
explanation of the APDCT filter.
Let  be the 1-D unit impulse response vector of all phase 
sequency filtering, and  be the N-D response vector, the design 
of 1-D APDCT filter with the length of 2N-1 is composed of (7) 
and (8).

 (7)

.                      (8)
Where the elements of matrix K are

 (9) 
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Similarly, the method applied to design 1-D filter can be used to 
design 2-D filter. Suppose the unit impulse frequency response 
matrix of 2-D filter be , and be the ideal low-
pass filter matrix of N×N, the design of 2-D APDCT filter with 
size (2N-1) × (2N-1) is composed of 

                                     (10)

               (11)                               
where the matrix K is defined as (9). For example, when N=4,

One fourth of the APDCT filter is

According to (10), the zero-phase symmetric property of all phase 
filters, the 7×7 APDCT filter matrix becomes

Hence we will be using this APDCT anti-aliasing and low-pass 
filter in proposed algorithm.  

IV. Experimental Results
To verify our approach, we applied our proposed approach to 
several standard images of size 512×512. The quality measure 
values that we got applying three decompression methods on 
images at different bit rates  is shown in Table 1. In Table 1 we 
have taken the comparison of three algorithm that are, the basic 
JPEG algorithm, the algorithm in [14] and the proposed one that 
we have applied the APDCT filter with [14] algorithm. In Table 1 
we observed that as the bit rate decreases the PSNR increases.

Table 1: PSNR Comparison of Proposed Approach With Existing 
Approaches
Image Bit Rate PSNR (dB)

bpp Basic 
JPEG [14] Proposed

Lena

0.639034 35.78721 34.97826 34.24775
0.410587 33.6988 33.26925 33.35673
0.319443 32.3304 32.11007 32.55866
0.269257 31.25481 31.19589 31.82552
0.235943 30.4082 30.4133 31.12371
0.213051 29.62699 29.73108 30.4976
0.195747 28.98775 29.16224 29.94137
0.182648 28.44898 28.64119 29.46692

Cameraman

0.571552 38.83284 36.25304 35.33551
0.379787 35.66638 34.34603 34.36283
0.300735 33.82659 33.06805 33.46834
0.257023 32.39632 32.01204 32.60517
0.226219 31.22943 30.9428 31.70709
0.205257 30.32567 30.27836 31.04602
0.188751 29.54375 29.55129 30.36234
0.175797 28.88331 28.99021 29.76818

Mandrill

1.180088 34.16665 30.98416 29.48894
0.795166 30.98449 29.20819 28.80957
0.610184 29.13966 27.97505 28.08642
0.500237 27.81529 27.02789 27.45208
0.421543 26.78348 26.16129 26.76762
0.365406 25.96289 25.58685 26.26335
0.320431 25.27269 24.96995 25.69842
0.286297 24.68321 24.47418 25.2202

Jet plane

0.665134 36.55907 34.23614 33.19898
0.432323 33.99064 32.6677 32.43801
0.335670 32.34289 31.40995 31.65639
0.281834 31.14013 30.58345 31.05554
0.246586 30.19021 29.7732 30.42923
0.223194 29.33056 29.1481 29.77503
0.204773 28.59363 28.44535 29.13383
0.189880 28.00089 27.93186 28.64912

Peppers

0.653950 33.91719 33.18783 32.78939
0.392578 32.61636 32.12728 32.15995
0.300785 31.68093 31.34932 31.59835
0.255356 30.84374 30.70691 31.10314
0.224854 30.12432 30.04433 30.55853
0.203770 29.48971 29.54848 30.10345
0.187798 28.84937 28.97532 29.57284
0.176300 28.36218 28.58437 29.20233
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Fig. 1: PSNR Comparison of Lena Image
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Fig. 2: PSNR Comparison of Cameraman Image
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Fig. 3: PSNR Comparison of Mandrill Image
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Fig. 4: PSNR Comparison of JetPlane Image
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Fig. 5: PSNR Comparison of Peppers Image

Fig. 6: Reconstructed Image by JPEG at 0.182 bpp

Fig. 7: Reconstructed Image by Approach Used in [14] at 0.182 
bpp.
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Fig. 8: Reconstructed Image by Proposed Approach at 0.182 
bpp.

V. Conclusion
This paper proposed an improved approach using the approach 
suggested in [14] and the filter designed in [17].  This proposed 
approach can be called a hybrid approach which is employed 
in both spatial and frequency (DCT) domain. The experimental 
results presented clearly show an improvement over existing 
approaches in terms of PSNR and visual quality while keeping 
low computational cost. Here future work can be done on the 
detection and reduction of ringing effects which becomes visible 
when high frequency components are restricted to pass by low-
pass filter.
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